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Abstract 
Operational aspects of the N 3 C  rf system are 

described. To date three different beam combinations have 
been collided for physics production: gold-gold, deuteron- 
gold, and proton-proton(polarized).[ 1,2] To facilitate this 
flexibilhy the rf systems of the two rings are independent 
and self-sufficient. [3] Techniques to cope with problems 
such as, injection/capture, beam loading, bunch 
shortening, and rf noise have evolved and are explained. 

Beam Sync 
clock ‘ 

INJECTION 
The injectm (AGS) holds the beam OR a magnetic Battop 
(10 GeVln for ions, 26 GeV for protons) for about I 
second while synchronization and bunch-by-bunch 
extraction to RHIC take place. Since single bunches are 
extracted any bunch filling pattern is possible. Typically 
6,60, or 120 bunch patterns are used and a 1 ps gap is teft 
for the abort kicker risetime. 
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Cogging in the AGS 
The circumference ratio between the RHIC rings and the 
AGS is 19:4. This means that 19 times the RHIC 
revolution frequency equals the AGS bunch frequency 
when it has 4 bunches. Also every 4 turns of RHlC the 
same bunch aligns with a given bucket in RHIC. The 
hardware[4] that orchestrates the f i t1  process is composed 
of four Qirirect Digital Synthesizers which share a common 
source clock and are synchronously started on an 
“cogging resetm event which precedes each fill. Table 1 
list the clocks and gives their function. The phases of the 
kicker trigger and synchro reference clock advance 
appropriately between bunch transfers. Since the bunches 
are locked to the synchro reference dock they fallow its 
phase change by making a radial (frequency) excursion. A 
Time Interval analyzer monitors and logs the time 
between the bunch and the kicker at each extraction. 

Capture 
Successful rf capture in founded in a precise measurement 
ofthe beam revotutioa frequency with the rfoff We inject 
a single bunch and measure the revolution frequency 
using data from a deep-memory oscilloscope. When the 
beam was injected the synchronization circuit in the AGS 
was responding to the RNIC clocks (Table 1) which were 
set to the best guess for the capture frequency. After the 
measurement the frequency of the clocks is corrected. In 
order not to change the beam energy, and hence revolution 
frequency, the AGS flattop field is adjusted according to, 

where %is the correction. 

The bunches of the two rings are separated longitudinally 
at injection to prevent beam-beam interaction. This 
requires that the two rings have exactly the same capture 
frequency and that the phase of RevTick clocks are preset. 
The exact frequency match can be achieved with no more 
than I nun difference in average orbit radius between the 
rings. The phase of the 19Frev synchro reference clock is 
adjusted to insure that the beam is injwted into the center 
of the RHIC rf buckets. 

RAMPS 
The ramp rate to 100 GeVhucleon is modest (dy/dt<l) 
because the magnets are superconducting. A constant rf 
voltage of about 300 kV Is  supplied by two’cavities which 
operate at a synchronous phase of less than 4 degrees. 
The voltage requirement follows from the necessary 
bucket area of > 1 eVsfn. The ion beams must cross the 
transition energy and the machine is equipped with fast 
transition-jump quadrupdes. The only special demand for 
the rf system is to provide a smooth phase reference to the 
beam control. loops during the phase jump of the cavities. 

Acceleration Cavities 
The acceleration cavities are equipped with direct rf 
feedback with >38 dB gain. This feedback is essential for 
reducing the effective impedance below the threshold for 
instrtbility. The practical gain is not Iimited by loop delay 
but by transients that occur when the cavity is, switched 
on/oE, phase jump at transition, or multipactoring. The 
driver amplifiers have been upgraded to units that tolerate 
mismatch during transients. Cavities need to be 
conditioned against multipactoring for several days before 
the run starts. Gradual de-conditioning occurs over a time 
scale of months but the rf feedback helps break through 
multipactoring. To condition the cavities the rf feedback 
loop is opened via a remotely controlled transfer switch. 



Beam Control Feedback Loops 
Ramping is normally performed with conventional phase 
and radial beam control loops.[5] For crossing the gamma 
transition the radial loop is a must. The phase loop damps 
coherent dipole oscillations and minimizes emittance 
growth during the ramp. The radial loop determines the 
precise value of frequency, which changes by 0.4 % for 
ions during the ramp. 
The radial loop samples the beam positian at two beam 
position monitors in an arc that are separated by 
approximately 54 betatron wavelength. To a first 
approximation this technique separates the effect o f  orbit 
distortion from average orbit changes. Experience has 
shown, however, that this is often not sufficient and the 
average of these two BPMs differs from the average of 
the entire orbit. In practice a dipole corrector between the 
two BPMs is “’tweaked” to compensate. 
The heart to the beam control system is a DSP (Texas 
Instruments (240) that reads the error signals and makes 
corrections to the rf frequency. The radius signal is 
sampled by a 16 bit ADC, clocked ai the revolution 
frequency (78 kHz). The analog signal is generated in a 
homodyne detector with intensity normalization by 
implicit division in an AGC loop. A low-noise 1 lcHz 
analog anti-aliasing filter precedes the ADC. 
Phase data come from the bunch-by-bunch phase detector 
that measures every bunch on every turn. I and Q signals 
are obtained with 14 bit ADCs and converted to 
magnitude and phase using the “CORDIC” algorithm[6] 
in 100 ns. Phase data for each bunch are recorded in a 
deep memory for diagnostics while the average phase of 
all the bunches in one turn is reported to the DSP. The 
magnitude data are used in an automatic gain control 
circuit to maximize the dynamic range of the ADCs. The 
feedback equation is; 

Where: k,=1600 Hz/radian, k ~ =  330 €Iz/rnm, k1=6400 
Hzlmmis. For the proton beam, which does not cross 
transition, the rings were locked in phase throughout the 
ramp by an additional term proportional the phase 
difference between the rings (measured at the revolution 
frequency). This prevents modulation of the beam-beam 
interaction during the ramp. The imps are open during the 
filling process and closed just before the ramp. When the 
loops close the averaged measured values of phase and 
radius are taken as the reference to the loops. Thereafter 
the reference values become the synchronous phase angle 
(ps, and the radial steering command function & B c ~ g  

which updates at 720 I-IZ. The loops open at the end of the 
ramp. 

Landau Cavities 
High intensity bunches (-1 O’kharges) in RHIC are 
clearly unstable. exhibiting shape oscillations without 

damping for many millions of turns.[7] Proton bunches 
are stabilized by switching on one o f  the 197 MI-IZ storage 
cavities at 100 kV to enhance synchrotron frequency 
spread and provide Landau damping. This Landau cavity 
is used throughout the ramp. 

REBUCKETING 
In loca! jargon “rebucketing” [SI refers to the process of 
cumpressing the bunch in length and transferring it from 
the 28 M l b  system to the 197- storage system. A 
compression ratio of two or more is required. The 
technique of jumping to the unstable fixed point and back 
is most often used. The phase loop is active during the 
rebuiketing to damp dipole oscillations (common cavities 
off). The precise set points for the relative phases of the 
storage cavities were obtained empirically by scanning the 
phases and measuring the synchrotron frequency to very 
high precision (0.1 %) from longitudinal Schottky signals 
at 2.7 GHz.f91 . .  
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Figure I .  Ewlution of the bunch shape during 
rebticketing. The bunch shape distortions hegin 4 seconds 
before the gymnastic when the dampers are withdrawn. 

S@afegy to combat beam IoatVemittance growth 
Beam loading is a major problem causing longitudinal 
emittance growth in the seconds just before rebucketing. 
When the storage cavities are at very Iuw voltage while 
the tuning servo settles, 3 rapid onset of bunch shape 
distortions is seen (figure 1). The onset coincides with the 
withdrawal of the fkldamental mode damper. Even 
though the cavity is equipped with high-gain rf feedback 
the beam induced voltage overwhelms the generator 
induced voltage and the system is unstable. The beam 
loading problem was overcome by shaping the Fourier 
spectrum of the bunch current such that second node in 
the envelope of the spectrum occurs near 197 MHz. 
(figure 2) Since this is the state where the bunch is 
stretched the compression gymnastic becomes just to snap 
up the 28 MI-€z voltage, and after ?4 synchrotron period 
switch on the 197 h4Ek voltage to approximately 3 M Y  
Operationally this switch-on of the storage cavities (10 kV 
tu - 1 MV in 1 ms) proved to be the mast difficult. To 
address this a new technique of Yrequencv-shiW 
rebucketing was tested. In this technique the storage 
cavities are turned an slowly at an offset frequency of 2 



kHi where they are de-coupled from the beam. At the 
rebucketing instant the Gequency is jumped to the beam 
frequency. This is’ a minor transient for the cavities 
because it is only a fraction of their natura1 bandwidth. 
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Figure 2 .  Spectrum ofthe deuteron heam curlent. The 
bunch has been stretched so that the secoad tiode is near 
the cavity frequency. 

Hclra’ware improvements 
Luminosity lifetime improves with higher voltage in 

the storage cavities. The cavities of the storage system 
received a number of improvements before the latest run 
to allow for higher useable voltage. These included: 
water-cooling the Feramic windows of the power input 
coupler, rebuilding the solid state 2 kW driver amplifiers, 
installation of signal limiters to prevent overdrive at 
switch-onloff, and deveIopment of a sofiwre application 
to automate the high voitage conditioning of the cavities. 

COGGING 
Since the two rings of RHTC accelerate with independent 
rf systems they arrive at store with unequal frequencies. 
To bring the beam into collision, first the beam feedback 
loops are switched open without a transient. Then the 
frequency of each ring is ramped at 1 &/second (28 MI32 
system) to a set point for the collision frequency. This 
frequency is chosen to give the best-centered orbits in the 
arcs of both rings. The rings share a master 10 M E z  clock 
for the Direct Digital Synthesizers and fiequency control 
words are made exactly equal, thus loeking the phase 
relationship between the bunches. The phase angle 
between the abort gaps is then measured automatically 
and a frequency excursion of 10 Hz is applied to one ring 
for a calculated time to align the abort gaps to within one 
bucket. Finally the rf phase between the vector sums of 
the acceleration cavities of the two rings is preciseIy 
measured with a LockIn amplifier (Standford Research, 
SR844) and a second frequency excursion aligns the 
collision spot to the interaction Points. A longitudinal 
pickup at P 4  is used to calibrate the equipment. Since the 
same pickup measures both beams there is no systematic 
uncertainty in the collision point adjustment. The beams 
can be un-cogged and re-cogged at will (common cavities 
on) for machine experiments, such as beam-beam tune 
effects. 

BUNCHED BEAM LIFETIME / RF NOISE 
Intra-Beam Scattering is the fundamental limitation but rf 
noise can reduce bunched beam lifetime also. We are able 
to separate these effects in RHIC by comparing gold and 
deuterons upon which IBS has a negligible effect. An 
additional diagnostic tool is the fine structure of the 
longitudinal Schottky signals at high frequency. In the 
gold/deuteron run these techniques indicated a problem in 
the rf scmrce. 

Spectral purity ofcf source 
The Schottky spectrum from deuterons showed a sharp 
line at 120 Hz, which is within the band of the 
synchrotron frequencies. In fact, there was evidence of 
depopulation of the distribution in the neighborhood of 
the tine. The strength of this line far exceeded the 
Schottky power, suggesting a coherent behavior for all 
bunches and thereby pointing to a problem with the 
spectral purity of the rf source. A high dynamic range 
measurement of the rf drive signal indeed revealed a line 
120 Hz from the carrier (197 M H 2 )  at - 72 dBc in a 10 Hi 
bandwidth. The generator of this signal was the HP8644B. 
phase locked to 28 M J 3 .  A new source was built using 
the direct synthesis technique with better spectral purity (- 
90 dBc) and the bunched beam lifetime improved 
substantially. The master 10 MHz clock sets the ultimate 
noise floor. This is a Stanford Research FS725 Rubidium 
disciplined source with single sideband noise level less 
than -130 dBc& at 10 Hz offset from the carrier. We 
find that in practice the noise floor is dominated by the 
power suppty noise of the W crates that house the 
synthesizers. 

Power supply ripple in driver ampl$er 
Another possible source of rf noise is power supply ripple 
in the rf drive chain. At the highest rf voltage the 2 kW 
solid state driver amplsers are close to their maximum 
output. We found that their dc regulators exhaust their 
compliance voltage and IS0 & line frequency ripple 
modulates the rf output. This frequency is especially 
damaging to the beam since the band of synchrotron 
frequencies encompasses this value. The power supplies 
(120A @ 6Q V) were rebuilt with more compliance. 
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